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A study on the effectiveness of knowledge and acquisition
for students using innovative teaching methods
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ABSTRACT
Introduction: It is known to us that good teaching methods improve students’ standards. The aim is to study how new
innovative teaching methods help in students improvement. Materials and Methods: About 40 students were involved in
this study. These students were selected based on their age. Age limit was 18–21 years. The data collection questionnaire
was developed after reviewing different relevant literature. The questionnaire involves about 10 questions mainly based
on knowledge about new innovative teaching methods and awareness on new innovative teaching methods available.
Results: It was clear that most of the students who belong to age limit of 18–21 years were aware of new innovative teaching
methods in which 90% of the students believe in new innovative teaching method. Of that 90%, only 60% were able to
avail new innovative teaching methods in their schools and college. About 54% of the students were not able to afford for
new innovative teaching methods. Conclusion: It was noted that the knowledge about new innovative teaching methods on
students was high, but still these methods were not available to all due to the lack of technological improvement and lack
of civilization. Citizens of each country should help their students get access to new innovative teaching methods for their
countries’ improvements as “students are the backbone of future generation.”
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INTRODUCTION
Scientific teaching involves active learning strategies
to engage students in the process of science and
teaching methods that have been systematically
tested and shown to reach diverse students. Given
the widespread agreement, it is seen surprising that
change has not progressed rapidly nor been driven
by the communities to improve the knowledge of the
students in their community. Many people should
demonstrate the effectiveness of active learning
techniques to students for their improvement.
Quantitative assessment indicates that new innovative
teaching methods to acquire knowledge significantly
enhance learning, and although time allocated to
inquiry-based activities reduces coverage of specific
content, it does not reduce knowledge acquisition as
measured by standardized exams.[1]
Teachers nowadays are also using computer systems
to engage students, assess learning, and shape a wellknowledge student. Students can be asked to read and
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solve problems on a website, and their answers can be
analyzed before class to guide the design of lectures.
Students can also search literature websites to improve
their knowledge in concerned subjects when there is no
access to any concerned subject faculties. Impressive
results were achieved by Wright in a comparison of
active and passive learning strategies in chemistry.[2]
At the University of Oregon, Udovic showed dramatic
differences between students who taught biology in a
traditional lecture and those who taught “Work-shop
Biology,” a series of active, inquiry-based learning
modules.[3]
Those teachers who focus on what students do in
relation to their efforts to activate students’ existing
conceptions, and on encouraging them to construct
their own knowledge and understandings. This is the
base of new innovative teaching method.
Some techniques involve simple, inexpensive
materials figured so that they invite students who
cannot afford huge amount to get new innovative
teaching methods which sometimes cost huge
amount. By these ways, you can not only improve
the community but also the whole country. Some
scientists have replaced lectures almost entirely. Laws
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course “Calculus-Based Physics Without Lectures” at
Dickinson University.[4] Universities and professional
societies need to create more vehicles for educating
faculty in effective teaching methods so that they
can teach their students effectively and it can make
faculties understand what method they are following
better. By these ways, faculty can interpret what they
mean to do without any problem.
“The World According to Microbes,” at Oregon
State University, which integrates science, math, and
engineering. This course serves science majors and
non-majors, and outcome assessments indicate high
content knowledge and student satisfaction.[5]

Figure 1: Do you think new innovative teaching methods
are useful?

Improvement of the quality of the teaching learning
processes calls for the implementation of educational
innovations in the classroom and of the evaluation
thereof. Hence, with the aim of presenting and
evaluating the good teaching learning methodology.[6,7]
Researchers have different views of the stability of
approaches to teaching. These views come from their
experience and belief. Some researchers see ways
to teaching new innovative techniques as relatively
stable.[8] The same researchers further argue that
enormous efforts are needed to be made to change
teachers’ underlying belief.[9] On the other hand, some
researchers emphasize the phase that approaches to
teaching methods are dynamic.[10-12]

MATERIALS AND METHODS
About 40 students were involved in this study. These
students were selected based on their age. Age limit
was 18–21 years. The data collection questionnaire was
developed after reviewing different relevant literature.
The questionnaire involves about 10 questions mainly
based on knowledge about new innovative teaching
methods and awareness on new innovative teaching
methods available.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There was evidence that approaches to teaching were
related to teachers’ discipline. Teachers from “hard”
disciplines concentrated more on how teacher focused
on approach to teaching, whereas those teaching
“soft” disciplines were more student focused. This
result obtained was in relation with previous research
by some researchers.[13]
However, a closer look, using the hard–soft, pureapplied categories did not reveal significant differences
in the approaches to teaching between the “pure” and
“applied” groups or either “hard” disciplines or “soft”
disciplines by some researchers.[14] This indicates that
there were more differences between the teachers who
are having either “soft” or “hard” disciplines than
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Figure 2: Do you have any new innovative teaching
methods in your school or college?

within these two groups when divided into “pure” and
“applied” subgroups.
As evidence shows that teachers’ approaches to
teaching are related to the quality of students’
learning,[15] the results of the present study offer
the possibility that one way of improving student
learning is to support teachers in developing more
student-centered approaches to teaching. In these
ways, new innovative teaching methods help a lot.
However, when aiming at a student-centered approach
to teaching in all teaching contexts, rapid changes in
the use of different approaches to teaching cannot be
expected.
Researchers have shown that only after a long process
of pedagogical training does the shift in teaching
generally from a teacher-centered to a studentcentered.[16]
Self-efficacy beliefs of university teachers are required
for creation of their own new innovative techniques.
Self-efficacy beliefs can be defined as individuals’
beliefs about their performance in a particular job
and capabilities in a particular domain.[17] Thus, selfefficacy beliefs are relative and situational in nature.[18]

CONCLUSION
It was noted that the knowledge about new innovative
teaching methods on students was high, but still these
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methods were not available to all due to the lack of
technological improvement and lack of civilization.
Citizens of each country should help their students
get access to new innovative teaching methods for
their countries’ improvements as “students are the
backbone of future generation.” “Read More, Acquire
More, Live.”
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